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Wallpaper Engine v1.0.981A new study claims that the rising number of solar-powered cars on the road will lead
to a breakdown in road traffic, with drivers and other road users even being unable to tell whether the cars are
powered by fossil fuel or by solar panels. It’s a claim that could be taken completely out of context if you didn’t
know what the study actually said. While it does not advocate for using solar power exclusively, it does say that
if solar-powered cars start proliferating they could be the cause of serious problems. READ MORE: Solar-powered

electric car goes 1,400 km on solar power alone It argues that this won’t happen until there are major and
ongoing policy changes to the way roads are built, maintained and policed, and it blames existing road traffic
rules and human nature for the situation. The paper, from researchers at the University of Stirling in Scotland,

said: “
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